Courage is a force of nature. Planet Earth has flooded. Myra must survive on the open seas while searching for her kidnapped daughter. 

**Recommended if you like:** *Station Eleven* by Emily St. John Mandel

---

Offering a master class in suspense, these versatile and propulsive stories are equally infused with horror, crime, and weird happenings in the woods. 

**Recommended if you like:** *Get in Trouble* by Kelly Link

---

This beatiful debut non-fiction story by Alex Messenger is part travel-log, part suspense thriller (the bear attack scene will raise the hair on your neck), and part survival story. 

**Recommended if you like:** *Alone on the Ice* by David Roberts

---

An enthralling debut set in a North African-inspired fantasy world where two sisters must fight to the death to win the crown. 

**Recommended if you like:** *Children of Blood and Bone* by Tomi Adeyemi
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